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Is your strategy informed by 
the reality of risk networks? 
We live in a VUCA world!VUCA world! VUCA is an acronym for volatil ity, uncertainty,  
complexity and ambiguity characterising the current business environment  
and the world we live in.  
Risk implies uncertainty and we know that risks do not occur in isolation. Increasingly risks are occurring together or in 
short succession of each other, often with greater impact than the sum of the parts. Why is this?

We know the world has changed significantly over the last few decades.  There are more global trade links than ever 
before and the rapid pace of technological advancement has resulted in a world with highly inter-connected risks, unlike 
anything we have seen historically. 

The current Covid-19 pandemic has unfortunately shown us the potential impact of the domino effect of inter-connected 
risks being triggered. We are simultaneously experiencing depressed market prices, high levels of market volatility, 
interest rate cuts, Rand weakness, supply chain interruptions, the need to rapidly adapt to a new way of work, cyber-
attacks on the rise, rising unemployment, depressed economic conditions; with many lives and livelihoods being 
severely affected.

It is safe to say that the world was not as prepared as it should have been for this pandemic, with most governments, 
businesses and individuals being caught by surprise and insufficiently prepared.

Ever changing, chaotic risk landscape

Prior to this current global pandemic, in the recent past we have experienced severe interruptions to the energy supply 
in South Africa, the “worst drought in one hundred years” in Gauteng, two years later severe water supply shortages in 
the Western Cape, under-water internet cables being severed and cyber-attacks on the rise locally and globally.
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The below is an extract from the World Economic Forum Global Risk Report 2020, showing a view of how the top five risks by likelihood and severity have evolved over the past 14 years:

In 2020, environmental risks dominate the top five risks by likelihood. In terms of severity, three of the top five risks were also identified to be environmental in nature.

Economic Environmental Geopolitical Societal Technological

Figure 2: Source WEF Global Risk Report 2020Economic Environmental Geopolitical Societal Technological

Figure 1: Source WEF Global Risk Report 2020

Top 5 Global Risks in Terms of Likelihood

Top 5 Global Risks in Terms of Impact
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Evidently the risk landscape is changing rapidly and severe risks also seem to be manifesting 
more often. 

We know that since the introduction of fiat currencies, decoupled from gold reserves and 
backed only by a government’s promise to pay, money supply and global trade have increased 
significantly. Figure 3 below shows that correspondingly more financial disasters have occurred 
more often.

Economic and finance failings post 1970

The recent global financial crisis of 2008 tested the validity of capital models within banks and 
required intervention by governments and reserve banks to stabilise the system on a scale never 
seen before.  Similarly, the current Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in global economic shutdown 
unlike anything seen before and has once again triggered a massive global monetary response  
by reserve banks.

Figure 3: Crises occur more frequently post the introduction of fiat currencies

Post 1974

43 crises

‘50s ‘60s ‘70s ‘90s‘80s ‘00s

Source: Various, including Reinhart & Rogoff, 2009, IMF in Economist online, 23 March 2013;  
Long - Term Asset Return Study; The Next Financial Crisis, Deutsche Bank Market Research; Jim Reid, 18 Sept 2017, p.3.
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Traditional risk management practices

Risk managers are tasked with identifying and assessing risks and to 
then implement measures to limit risk exposures to acceptable levels, 
thus supporting the achievement of strategic objectives.

Traditionally risks are evaluated by using the two dimensions:  
likelihood (or probability) and impact (or severity) – depending on 
whether qualitative or quantitative risk methods are followed.  
Different approaches currently exist to combine these two dimensions 
to enable risk prioritisation, management and reporting efforts.  
Principal risks are often managed and reported in silos.

There is limited consideration currently given to systemic transverse 
risks (risks that might trigger multiple risk types simultaneously  
from insurance risk to market risk, credit risk and operational risk).  
For example, climate risk, which is right in the centre of Figure 4 on the 
right shows how strongly it is connected with many other global risks.

By properly identifying the most influential risks in its network and 
prioritising its focus on these, an organisation is able to turn risk 
management into an opportunity for competitive advantage, most 
evident in times of stress.

A consistent understanding across the organisation of how each key 
risk, if manifested, may trigger a series of events or other risks is 
limited if a siloed two-dimensional (likelihood and severity) approach 
is followed. This limits the ability to understand and manage the true 
risk landscape as a collective rather than in silos and usually leads to 
severely under-estimating the potential impact of risk events.

It seems to be clear that treating risks as if they were islands is no 
longer appropriate. New tools and approaches to risk management  
are required.

Figure 4: Source World Economic Forum Global Risks Perception Survey  
2019-2020 (link to WEF website) Number and strength of  

connections (“weighted degree”)
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The Global Risks Interconnections Map 2020

How are global risks interconnected?
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It’s time to connect the dots

Importance of risk velocity:

To enhance the current two-dimensional view of risk (likelihood and severity), firms should attempt to better understand 
risk velocity (i.e. time to impact, should a risk manifest). Where velocity is high, time to impact is short; for example,  
this is typical of a cyber-attack. For such risks it is imperative that companies develop appropriate response plans so that 
these can be actioned immediately when needed. Where velocity is low, time to impact is prolonged with incremental 
changes adding up over time; for example, environmental risks. For such risks, trend analysis becomes more important 
and monitoring changes in key risk indicators over longer periods may be more appropriate for these risks. 

Importance of understanding the risk network:

The Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (“OSFI”) published guidelines for the ORSA in  
December 2017 (OSFI Website). Within this publication OSFI expressed the expectation that due consideration  
should be given to network effects: “The ORSA should give proper consideration to non-material risks that when 
combined with other non-material risks, become material.” 

The traditional view is useful for identifying low probability and high severity risks.

Figure 5: Traditional Risk Management View
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In the traditional view, many of the risks are centre of the picture with either severity or likelihood being 
rated as medium. But how do these risks interact and combine with either low rated risks or amongst 
themselves? Figure 6 shows one possibility of how these risks may interact and influence one another.

A risk cluster contains three or more risks (four in this hypothetical example) that can be expected to 
manifest together or in short succession. 

For example (based on Figure 6), using new approaches in risk assessment one would be able to  
identify The Environmental Risk Cluster (red cluster in Figure 6) as being the combination of the New 
entrants, Corporate culture, Increase in protectionism and Regulator intervention risks.  In this example  
the combined effect of these risks is more severe than Conduct risk, which prior to this would have  
been considered the most severe risk (being the only risk in the top right-hand quadrant). 

Figure 6: Example of how this historical isolated risk mappings change when we consider risk clusters 
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By understanding the inter-connectivity of risks within your risk network, you can 
better prioritise attention to areas that require focus and target your investment to 
areas that are likely to return the most value. 

It’s time that we understand the exponential nature of 
inter-connected risks

Solely relying on traditional risk assessment methods may impede an organisation’s 
ability to plan appropriately and quickly respond to risks with high velocity (for example 
reputational risk associated with a social media storm). 

In addition, material risk clusters formed through combinations of one or more risks 
that in isolation are assessed as not being material, when viewed through a traditional 
two-dimensional risk lens, may lead to organisations missing their key risks and 
opportunities altogether.  

From a governance perspective it is critical to try to capture these additional dimensions 
within your organisation’s risk management framework to enable:

 – a more complete and realistic understanding of the risk universe, enabling better 
risk management of linked risks, which individually might not seem material, but 
when triggered in combination result in potentially disastrous effects; 

 – the ability to identify which risks in the network are most vulnerable (i.e. more 
likely to be trigerred subsequent to another risk manifesting);

 – the ability to identify which risks in the network are most influential (i.e. those 
risks that, if managed, will have the most flow on effect onto the rest of the 
network);

 – the ability to know which risks the executive team should focus on and which 
risks can be delegated;

 – strategic focus on areas that should result in competitive advantage; and

 – more efficient spend of the available risk management and assurance budget 
together with a more targeted focus on the most vulnerable risks.

KPMG has spent over a decade researching how organisations can add these 
dimensions to their risk management framework. We call the methodology Dynamic 
Risk Assessment (‘DRA’). We have assisted numerous organisations to enhance 
existing risk management frameworks and to move from a risk management 
compliance mindset to a value-add and opportunity focused one.

Additional Resources:

If you are interested in seeing how DRA has been applied, the KPMG Global DRA 
Lead, Dr Andries Terblanche, addressed the World Economic Forum in January 2020 
to demonstrate DRA in the Agriculture and Food sector (refer to publication “WBCSD 
An enhanced assessment of risks impacting the Food and Agriculture sector” 
downloadable (using a current browser) from the WBCSD website).

Locally, KPMG South Africa, led by Dr Kerry Jenkins supported Business for South 
Africa in conducting a DRA assessment for the South African government on the 
impact of Covid-19 response. Refer to publication “B4SA COVID-19 Risk Findings 
report” downloadable from the BUSINESS FOR SA website.
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My barn having burned 
down, I can now see  

the moon.“
“

- Mizuta Masahide  
(17th century Japanese poet and samurai)


